[The effect of picolinic acid and iron ions on the proliferation of SPEV cells].
The effect of picolinic acid (PA) on SPEV cell proliferation is found to be different from that on normal and virus transformed NRC cells, and on spontaneously transformed CHO cells. It is shown that SPEV cells are arrested by PA at the end of G1-phase and at the beginning of S-phase and probably in G2-phase of the cell cycle. Ferrous ions remove the G1/S block induced by PA to permit the cell transfer through S-phase. On the one hand, PA chelates ferrous ions from the cells, and on the other one it inhibits the replicative DNA synthesis. It can be suggested that PA may arrest the SPEV cell growth affecting the iron-depend stable radical formation which is introduced into the active centre of ribonucleotiDE reduCTase. This results in the lower enzyme activity.